
To	
The	Principal	Secretary,	
Housing	and	Urban	development,	
Govt.	of	Utter	Pradesh,	
4th	Floor,	Lal	Bhadur	Shastri	Bhawan,	Lucknow.	
 
Sub:	Problems	regarding	approval	of	maps	on	U.P.	online	Building	Plan	Approval	System	
(OBPAS)	
 
Dear	Sir,	

As we are well aware that the Govt. of U.P. has framed a policy for early approval of 
Maps, but due to some technical problems its purpose is not being fulfilled .A meeting regarding 
the same was held on 16th Sept. 2021 at Lucknow. 
The members of UP Architects Association have desired to put forth the following points for 
your kind consideration: 
 

1) Tickets raised for any issue in the software portal are closed un-resolved. In many cases 
the same is forwarded to the other stake holder and without giving any proper solution 
and the same is marked as closed. Examples for the same are: (a) In reference to Ticket 
No. #2219 for File No.MDA/BP/20-21/0329 , the Ticket was raised on 23.07.2021 and 
was closed Un-resolved by the Software Team on 25.08.2021 which was reopened by 
the Architect for the resolution of the issue (The same has been attached in Annexure-
1A) (b) In reference to Ticket No.#2266 for File No.MDA/BP/20-21/0416, the ticket was 
raised on 05.08.2021 and was closed un-resolved on 25.08.2021 (The same has been 
attached in Annexure-1B) 

2) Scrutiny for the building by-laws is taking too long. This is causing delay in the building 
maps approval hampering the development of the city. Examples of the same are: a) In 
reference to the File No.MDA/BP/21-22/0335 , the file was submitted on 11.08.2021 
and the scrutiny results were obtained in 14 days of the submission on 25.08.2021 (The 
same has been attached in Annexure-2) 

3) As per the previous meeting it was verbally assured by your goodself that in Self-
Approval System for the plots under 300 sq.m, Architects/Licensed Engineers shall only 
be responsible for the building maps approval and shall not be responsible for the 
violation of the same in the construction of building. However, the same has not been 
implemented. 

4) For the verification of the Practicing Licence of the Architects, OBPAS portal needs to be 
integrated with the Website of Council of Architecture. It is requested that Government 
of U.P to issue a letter to Council of Architecture for integration of the same. 

5) Currenty, PREDCR software is functional with Autodesk Autocad only. This is creating 
monopoly of Autodesk, where an Architect is compelled to use the particular software. 
PREDCR Software should work on  Computer Aided Software (CAD) of all the companies 
(Few examples are- Draftsight, ZWCAD) 

6) When the file reaches in post approval then the Architect /Engineer is able to see the 
objections only when it is forwarded in their console from the Town Planner. The 
objections raised by the Junior Engineer are not directly visible. 

7) In post approval proposal flow, the files are moving back and forth from J.E to A.E/ATP, 
then A.E/ATP to J.E, and then again from J.E. to A.E./ATP. This is causing delay for the 



approval of Maps .The file should move unilaterally after comments at each stage 
(Example of the same has been attached in Annexure-3) 

8) In the standard conditions mentioned in the sanction letter, it should be mentioned that 
the drawings submitted by the Architect   are his Intellectual Property and cannot be 
replicated or copies without his permission. 

9)  Digital Signature of the Architects should be mandatorily be integrated with the portal 
so that no one can mis-use the ID of the Architects. 

10) As per Architects Act of 1972, the professionals holding a 5 years degree of Architecture 
and registered with Council of Architecture are entitled to use the Title of “Architect”. 
Creation of fake ID’s for building plans approval is a clear violation of the act. Maps 
approved though these ID’s should be cancelled and to protect the interest of the 
applicants, they should be allowed to resubmit their maps, and the fee paid by them 
should be adjusted in the same. 

11) The scheduled time prescribed for the officials to take action in the file is not being 
followed. 

12) While submitting the maps for commercial plots, Structure Drawing and Fire Drawing is 
being asked at the initial stage of submission. In case the drawings get revised at any 
stage of approval, then the applicant has to spend again for getting revision in the 
structural drawings. It is requested, that the same to be up-loaded at the later stage. 

13) In case the file is re-submitted after objections, previous scrutiny reports are not 
reflected on the Portal. It is requested that scrutiny reports of all previous scrutiny 
should also be reflected. 

14) In some Architects ID’s, option for raising the ticket are not working. 
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ANNEXURE- 2 

 


